
Just one day before New Year’s Eve, courtroom 2525 in the Dirksen
Federal Building bustled with lawyers and reporters.

The busy scene was uncommon for the height of holidays, as was the
event itself — a hearing in the largest airline bankruptcy in history.

When UAL Corp. filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy Dec. 9, it
reinforced the emerging role of Bankruptcy Court in the Northern
District of Illinois as one of the top forums for major corporate
bankruptcy proceedings in the United States.

Only eight days later, Indianapolis-based Conseco also filed in
Chicago for Chapter 11 relief, which allows a business to continue
operations while reorganizing and formulating a plan to repay its
creditors.

The UAL and Conseco filings ended a year in which six major
corporations — chose the Northern District:

Kmart Corp., (Jan. 22), $15 billion in assets;
National Steel Corp. (March 6), $2 billion;

WKI Holding Co. (May 31), $820 million;
Orius Corp. (Nov. 15), $723 million;
UAL Corp. (Dec. 9), $25 billion; and
Conseco, Inc. (Dec. 17) $61 billion in assets.
While Illinois-based UAL is playing on a home court, the other five

are visiting teams. Kmart is based in Detroit; National Steel calls
Mishawaka, Ind., home; WKI Holding Co. comes from Corning, N.Y.;
Orius Corp. is based in West Palm Beach, Fla.; and Conseco is based in
Indianapolis.

Over the last three years, the Northern District of Illinois has
become the third most popular district in the country for large corporate
bankruptcy filings.

Bankruptcy experts define large companies as those with $220
million of more in assets. In 2002, there were 72 such filings nationally.

Two long-time leaders — the District of Delaware and Southern
District of New York — remain the front-runners.

But, experts predict the Northern District of Illinois will see many
more of these large, lucrative filings on its court docket in the next
couple of years.

U.S. Bankruptcy law allows companies to file Chapter 11 in their
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headquarters state, incorporation
state or any state in which they
have assets, giving large
corporations latitude in choosing a
court. Many “forum shop” for the
most amenable district.

Companies often look at how
many judges are in each district,
how those judges have ruled in the
past and the availability of
bankruptcy lawyers.

Lynn LoPucki, a bankruptcy
law professor at University of
California Los Angeles School of
Law, said the Chicago-based
court’s rulings, fee approvals and
other signals are attracting more
and more large companies.

LoPucki, who has studied large
corporate bankruptcies since 1980,
said districts have a lot to gain
from attracting such filings, leading
some to compete for those cases.

“It’s good for the local economy
and particularly the bankruptcy
bar,” LoPucki said. “Winning this
competition could be worth as
much as $1 billion just in court-
awarded fees to the local economy.
About $2 billion a year goes
through bankruptcy court in these
large corporate cases.”

LoPucki said those numbers
are true only for districts like the
Southern District of New York and
the District of Delaware because
they get a majority of the large
filings. Other districts are working
toward that level, he said.

While LoPucki said “Chicago
is one of several courts that has
signaled it is trying to compete for”
large corporate bankruptcy cases,
local bankruptcy lawyers and
judges disagree.

“I don’t see us as competing
with any other court at all,” said
Eugene R. Wedoff, chief judge of
the U.S. Bankruptcy Court,
Northern District of Illinois, and
the presiding judge for United’s
Chapter 11 case. “What we’re
trying to do is be the best court we
can. To have procedures that are
fair and efficient for everyone who
wants to use the court — the
debtors, trustees, creditors,
professionals.

“I suppose the flip side of that
is if we’re accomplishing our job
and doing it well, the Northern
District might be more attractive,”
he continued. “But, that’s not the
point; that’s not what we’re trying
to do.”

James H.M. Sprayregen of
Kirkland & Ellis, lead attorney for
both United and Conseco’s
bankruptcy cases, said his clients
filed in the Northern District
because “the district is a
sophisticated court capable of
dealing with any type of filing.”

The big cases

Statistics show that the Northern
District is gaining in prominence
among large corporations seeking
Chapter 11 protection. It had
nowhere to go but up.

From 1980 through 2001, there
were 15 corporate bankruptcies
filed by companies with $10 billion
or more in assets, according to
BankruptcyData.com.

None was filed in the Northern
District.

The filings were in nine of the
94 federal judicial districts: the
Southern District of New York; the
Central, Southern and Northern
Districts of California; the Southern
and Northern Districts of Texas; the
District of Delaware; the Southern
District of Florida; and the
Southern District of Ohio.

In 2000, the story began to
change. Three large companies

filed here, accounting for 14.29
percent of all such filings. In 2001,
there were five large corporate
filings in Chicago, accounting for
23.81 percent.

In 2002, seven companies with
$10 billion or more in assets filed
for Chapter 11:  three in the
Northern District of Illinois and
four went in the Southern District of
New York.

Counting filings of companies
with $220 million or more in assets,
the District of Delaware led the list
for 2002, with 24 filings (33.33
percent), none of which are for
companies based in Delaware.

Second place went to the
Southern District of New York,
which includes White Plains and
New York City. Some 21 companies
(29.17 percent) filed there, and four
of them are based in New York.

Chicago came in a weak third
with six (8.33 percent of the total).

After Chicago, the most popular
filing district was the Southern
District of Texas, which includes
Houston, Corpus Christi and
Galveston, with three filings (4.17
percent).

LoPucki said Chicago, Houston
and Los Angeles have been most
aggressive in trying to attract large
cases, aside from Delaware and
New York. Los Angeles, in the
Central District of California, had
just one filing in 2002 (1.39
percent).

Miami, in the Southern District
of Florida; Dallas, in the Northern
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District of Texas; and Minneapolis,
in the District of Minnesota, are
among other areas that have thrown
in their hats, he said.

The Northern District of Texas
had one large filing (1.39 percent)
in 2002. The Southern District of
Florida and District of Minnesota
had none.

The Southern District of New
York’s popularity dates back to the
early 1980s, while Delaware began
to dominate in the early 1990s.

“In part [the interest in filing in
Delaware] was it was a one-judge
court, so you knew exactly who you
would get if you filed there,”
LoPucki said. “But, it’s also
because Delaware is a state that
has made its reputation by serving
large companies. About 80 percent
of all large public companies
incorporated in Delaware.”

Delaware’s court started to
become so clogged with bankruptcy
cases that the state was forced to
bring in visiting judges to handle
some of the filings.

“Then the odds were they
wouldn’t get a Delaware judge, so
that’s part of the reason cases have
gone to New York,” he said.

LoPucki said some of the
“largest and most highly regarded”
bankruptcy firms in the country are
in New York, another draw for large
companies.

“If you had to pick the top 10
bankruptcy firms, you probably
would find six of them or so in New
York,” he said.

LoPucki said New York has also
adopted Delaware’s attitude on
attorney fees, approving higher fees
than many courts.

“Lawyers are a major factor in
deciding where cases will be,” he
said. “New York will pay high fees,
so that’s where the cases will go.”

But, the district has so many
judges, LoPucki said, companies
risk getting a judge who isn’t
competing for cases.

LoPucki said companies also
forum shop to cut down on media
attention and the number of
employees who will attend if
hearings are local.

“Often [companies] don’t want
to face up to just how serious the
issues are because then it’s in the
paper right away looking like the
company is ruined,” he said.
“There is more press at home and
more participation by employees.

“In Enron, a large part of what
they were doing was escaping from
employees [by filing in the
Southern District of New York]. If
they would have had it in Houston,
the rooms would have been packed
with angry employees.”

With courts competing for
cases, LoPucki said the lawyers
and companies have more power to
avoid such scenes.

Staying power

Judges in the courts that
compete for cases are more likely to
approve a reorganization plan, even
a plan they deem questionable,
LoPucki said.

“During this period when
Delaware got all these cases, they
were actually producing terrible
results,” he said.

About 42 percent of the public
companies that came out of
bankruptcy in Delaware from 1990
to 1996 were back in bankruptcy
within five years, he said. In New
York, about 19 percent filed again
within five years.

That compares with 4 percent in
the rest of the country, he said.

“Large numbers of companies
were being destroyed by this

competition,” LoPucki said. “The
primary considerations haven’t
included company survival. They’re
more concerned with some of the
short-term issues than long-time
survival of company.”

LoPucki said companies mostly
want to find a court that will
approve their restructuring plan.

Using Worldcom as an example,
LoPucki said if the company took
the process seriously, officials
would close large parts and fire
people, which would, “in essence,
admit failure.”

“But, there’s pressure on execs
to just try to keep the whole thing
running, to not make the cuts, to
not bite the bullet and instead to
persuade the court that the
company has been fixed so 
they can get a plan confirmed 
and emerge from bankruptcy,” 
he said.

And if courts are trying to
generate more interest from large
companies, LoPucki said the
judges feel pressured to approve
the plans.

“If the courts are competing for
these cases, they don’t say no to
these execs when they say they’re
going to bring the company out of
bankruptcy, even if the [judges]
have really serious doubts about
whether the company could
survive.”

LoPucki maintained that
there’s a direct link between courts
competing for large cases and
company refilings.
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“They can’t say ‘No,’ is the best
way to put it,” LoPucki said.

He cited an example of the
Southland Corp., a prepackaged
bankruptcy filed in Dallas. In a
prepack, lawyers draw up the filing
and reorganization plan before the
company files Chapter 11 to speed
the bankruptcy process.

“A judge in Dallas said ‘No’ in
the Southland Corp. The judge 
told company officials they had 
to go back and redo the plan. 
They brought it back 60 days 
later, but that was enough. Dallas
didn’t get another prepackaged
case for several years.”

Filing in Chicago

Ronald Barliant, former U.S.
Bankruptcy Judge in the Northern
District of Illinois and now a
bankruptcy attorney with Goldberg,
Kohn, Bell, Black, Rosenbloom &
Moritz, said the district’s speed
and reputation draws
megacorporations here.

“Chicago courts have handled
large cases [well] now for some
time. The courts have handled them
fairly, successfully, competently,
and probably most importantly of
all, efficiently,” he said.

Gerald F. Munitz of Goldberg,
Kohn, said companies, creditors
and lawyers are just starting to
realize the Northern District’s
efficiency.

“We have a number of very
able judges; and if these cases are
going to require a great deal of
judicial time, then this is
something that Chicago can
afford,” Munitz said. “They’re not
going to get the same in Delaware,

where there’s a limited number of
judges, or in the Southern District
of New York, where Enron and
Worldcom are enough to tie up the
court system.”

Barliant said Chicago also
attracts large companies because it
boasts “two of the premier
bankruptcy law firms” — Kirkland
& Ellis and Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom.

Munitz, who represents secured
creditors in the United and Kmart
cases, said it’s heartening to see
more cases filed here.

“Before, cases that should have
been filed in Chicago, like
Montgomery Ward, were being filed
in Delaware,” he said. “I like to
see the choice of venue more
closely tied to where the debtor has
offices, assets or places of
business.”

LoPucki said reasons for coming
to Chicago are more complex.

To attract the big cases,
Chicago must be friendly to the
people who bring in the cases,
LoPucki said.

“It’s management friendly, it’s
lawyer friendly, and it has to be
acceptable to the large creditors,”
he said.

Barliant said the court “simply
is bankruptcy code” friendly.

“I don’t think the judges view
themselves as either debtor
friendly or creditor friendly,” he
said. “There’s not a reputation for
favoring one side over the other.”

LoPucki said the bankruptcy
court also must be lenient in
reviewing attorneys’ fees.

“That review cannot be a
stringent review or the lawyers
won’t come,” he said. “If the

court’s going to limit their fees,
they don’t want that kind of
district.”

LoPucki said it’s too early to
tell if judges in the Northern
District have approved
questionable reorganization plans.

“Chicago really hasn’t been in
this business long enough to show
whether their plans are failing,”
LoPucki said.

But, he said he expects “to see a
lot of company failures coming out
of courts competing for cases. That’s
been the pattern in the past.”

Munitz said the Northern
District “is not confirming cases we
shouldn’t be confirming. And we’re
not converting to Chapter 7 cases
that should remain in Chapter 11.”

Regardless, LoPucki said
United will likely have a successful
reorganization plan.

“The prospects for United are
probably pretty good because of the
oversight board involvement,”
LoPucki said.

To secure a federally
guaranteed loan, airlines must go
before a federal oversight board
and present a plan the board
considers workable. The oversight
board denied United’s plans before
the airline filed Chapter 11.

LoPucki said he expects United
will submit another plan to the
board to secure a federal loan.
Much of the same plan would
likely be incorporated into
anything that goes before the
bankruptcy court, he said, ensuring
a quality plan.

“Maybe [the loan board] will do
what bankruptcy courts so often
don’t — insist they have plan that
works,” he said.�
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